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mounted on 2 stockpages.  Run of sets from 1962 thru 1987, each 
Scott identified and priced.  Includes #O21-28, #O30, #O33-34.  
Catalog value is $620. ................................................ NET $395.00
#9566 SOMALI COAST  - Minkus album pages from 1909 thru 
1967.  Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Impressive collec-
tion that is complete from 1942 on.  Includes #194-223, #B3-7, 
#C20,#C42-48, #J21-28, #29-38.  Some stamps prior to 1942 are 
used (not figured).  Pages start from 1892.  Catalog Value is over 
$1,200........................................................................NET $825.00
#9544 SOUTH AFRICA & AREAS (6 BOXES)  - One Man’s collection 
of So. Africa, including S.W.A., Bophuthatswana, Ciskei, Namib-
ia, Transkei & Venda.  There are some 1960’s and earlier stamps, 
but not much.  This collection includes mint, used, first day covers, 
maximum cards, etc.  Most South Africa issues are in mint and used 
blocks of 4 or 6 or in strips of 5.  This plus first day covers.  Appears 
to be reasonably complete from the 1970’s thru the 2000’s.  There 
are 21 books plus some miscellaneous items.  Includes a single used 
Cape of Good Hope #4 on one of the pages with other earlier mate-
rial.............................................................................  NET $995.00
#9557 SO. WEST AFRICA  - Minkus album pages from 1937 thru 
1984.  Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Fairly complete for the 
time period(pages start in 1923 and some used stamps within).  In-
cludes #249-260, #261-265, #266-280, #281-287, #314-328 
(less #317), #B5-8, #B9-11 and #J86-90.  Also includes 7 mint 
aerogrammes and 50 picture postcards.....................  NET $450.00
#9611 SOUTH KASAI  - Lighthouse hingeless pages with mint, NH 
stamps from 1961.  Simply a superb and unique collection with many 
unusual and rare items.  Some of these include #1-13 with varia-
tions, errors, etc., #14-15 & #18-19 errors, #16-17, #25-28 im-
perf, #20-24 with overprints Malaria, Orphans & Repatriates.  Also 
8 commercial covers with Congo stamps, a couple of FDC’s plus 11 
South Kasai covers (some philatelic) and 2 covers with postage due.  
Included are 29 stamps from People’s Republic of the Congo Stan-
leyville Regime (overprinted Republique Populaire)with 2 inverts and 
a couple of covers.  Some additional items are also included.  a once 
in a lifetime opportunity of this is of interest to you!!............... .........
...................................................................................NET $995.00
#9579 SUDAN  - Minkus album pages from 1897 thru 1981.  
Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Superb collection from a coun-
try that is seldom offered.  Includes #15, #16, #27, #51-59 (LH set), 
#63-78, #79-94, #98-114, #C4-15, #C23-30, #C31-34, #CO1-8, 
#J12-15, #O28-43 and #O44-60.  Also note #115-117 inscribed 
“1953”, #228-228B, military telegraph stamps including SG #T10 
(CV $100), a selection of covers and stationery plus some Gibbons 
varieties.  Collection is almost complete from 1948 on......................  
...................................................................................NET $950.00
#9562 SWAZILAND  - Minkus album pages from 1935 thru 1976.  
Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Virtually complete and includes 
#27-37, #49, #55-66, #67-79, #80-91, #92-107, #143-159, 
#160-174 and #244-258.  Catalog value is over $600......................  
...................................................................................NET $350.00
#9612 SYRIA & SYRIA UAR  - Minkus album pages from 1940 
thru 1989 with mostly mint stamps.  Solid collection with room to 
expand.  All mint are in mounts and NH.  Includes #C18-21, #C107-
108, #C124-134, #C141a, #C143a.  Syria UAR #C9 S/S, #13A 
& #C10-11 w/ cert and #13, #C12-13 deluxe proof souvenir sheets 
(500 each produced).  Also #1 & #C1 in deluxe souvenir sheets........  
................................................................................... NET $550.00
#9551 TRISTAN DA CUNHA  - Minkus album pages from 1952 thru 
1984.  Mint, NH stamps throughout.  Appears to be complete for this 
33 year period............................................................  NET $295.00
#9584 TURKISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS - Lighthouse 
hingeless album pages from 1974 thru 1990.  Stamps are mint, NH 
and in mounts.  Starts with #1 through #295, complete including all 
souvenir sheets.  Also included are 43 revenue stamps (1962 thru 
1981), Specimens including #1-7, #26-27, #30-31, total of 61 
specimens, 37 covers, First Day and commercial, 2 mint booklets 
and a signed letter for the president (1975 vintage).  Impossible to 
duplicate...................................................................  NET $495.00
#9627 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES  - Blank Minkus pages with a 
collection of 24 FDC’s, 7 commercial covers and 22 aerograms (14 
mint, 8 FD cancel) from 1973 thru 1991.  The stamp FDC’s include 
#13-24, #51-58, #68, #183-186, #230a (perf & imperf).  Not all 
stamps in the time period are included.......................  NET $695.00
#9583 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES  - Small collection of mint, NH sets, 
over 65 sets in glassines envelopes all Scott identified.  Catalog value 
is $381. ..................................................................... NET $250.00
#9614 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES  - Minkus album pages from 
1972 thru 1988 with postally used stamps.  Includes #7, #9, #13-
24, #51-58, #68, #91-104 and more.  Very rarely offered and almost 

impossible to duplicate!.............................................  NET $250.00
#9615 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES  - Minkus album pages from 1973 
thru 1989 with mint, NH stamps in mounts.  Virtually complete only 
lacking #1-12, 1975 Swin St and 1977 6th Nat’l Day.  Includes #13-
14, #46a, #68, #69-82, #91-104, #142-157, #183-186, #230a 
perf & imperf.  Also included is a gutter pair of #105-106 (unlisted 
in Scott, Michel 200 Euros, about $220) and Booklets of 10 of #228, 
#229 and #241 which are also unlisted in Scott.  Catalog value is 
over $1,500...............................................................  NET $995.00
#9595 YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC  - Minkus album from 1926 thru 
1988.  Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Supreme collection 
virtually complete, some gaps from 1969 to 1970.  The most com-
prehensive collection we have ever offered.  Highlights are exten-
sive, including (all Michel #) #1-3 (plus #2 used), #21-26 imperf, 
#139-46, #BL1, #BL2, #BL3, #BL21, #BL198.  Unpriced items 
include #I-III unissued, #99-113, #114A-121A, IV-V unissued, 
#1649B-1654B, #BL201-202, Dues #9, #11, #13 each without 
overprint.  A number of early 1980’s issues in deluxe souvenir sheets 
of one are included.  Imperfs include #1592B-1599B, #1602-
1067B, #1610B-1616B, #1619B-1626B, #1753B-1758B, #177
7B-1784B, #1807B-1812B.  Many more and varieties throughout.  
Includes #BL31 (10 copies) with different errors (but not limited to) 
missing colors, double print, inverts, etc.  Also unofficial ten value 
Truman Visit overprint set included, as well as 5 essays of 1952 
design, each in sheet of one with margins all around.  In addition, 
there are over three dozen covers (first day  or commercial)and 3 mint 
aerogrammes.  Souvenir sheets and imperf sets are in abundance 
throughout the collection which is housed in a 4” Minkus binder.  AB-
SOLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE TO DUPLICATE!!  A RARE ONCE IN A LIFE-
TIME OFFERING! ..................................................... NET $3,495.00
#9596 YEMEN (SOUTHERN & DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC)  - Minkus 
pages from 1968 thru 1989.  Stamps are mint, NH in mounts.  Strong 
collection almost complete (missing Scott #334-347 and a few oth-
ers).  Includes a number of deluxe souvenir sheets plus 6 covers and 
6 mint aerogrammes..................................................  NET $495.00
#9597 YEMEN (KINGDOM OF)  - Minkus album from 1962 thru 
1988.  Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Absolutely astonishing 
collection loaded with rarities (Michel catalog numbers).  Highlights 
include #8-12 , #45I, #45II, #57 (CV 1,000E), #80a (CV 1300E), 
#81a (CV 3000E), #89a-95a, #89b-95b, #128b-131b, #248-250.  
Souvenir sheets #BL1a, #BL2, #BL3, #BL5 and same with invert ovpt, 
#B11a.  Also included are 78 provisional ovpts from 1966-1967 on 
(13 unlisted) between Mi #308I//322II, #660b//667, #217Ix-
a//227I, #A1-A1v (unpriced Red-X ovpts).  Covers include #57 and 
additional stamps on registered covers to Germany Mi#217 two 
gutter pairs;  Mi#217zb, #219, #222, #226; Mi#218xa, #219xa, 
#219xd, #221; Mi#299II, #318II, #296II; Mi#303II. #311II; 
Mi#219 gutter pair, #219, #660; Mi#663c, #667 (3).  Numerous 
other sets and souvenir sheets cataloging 25-90 Euros included.  
This UNIQUE collection is probably 95% complete.  If this area is of 
interest, do not delay as you most likely will never see another one 
like it.  Catalog value is 15,000+ Euros (about $17, 250).  ............
..............................................................................NET $12,995.00
#9575 ZANZIBAR  - Minkus album pages from 1930 thru 1967 with 
mint, NH stamps in mounts.  Solid collection virtually complete for 
this 38 year period.  Includes #201-213, #214-217, #225, #230-
243, #249-263, #264-279, #J18-23.  Some overprint errors/vari-
eties are included......................................................  NET $295.00
#9563 UNITED STATES - White Ace pages from 1885 thru 1925.  
Collection of  mint , off-condition stamps (regum, no gum, partial 
gum, heavily hinged, glazed gum, faults, etc.)  Includes #230-234, 
#236-239, #285-288, #290, #294-299, #324-327, #329-330, 
#398-399, #402, #548-550, #C1-6, #E1, #E2, #E3 & #E6.  This 
collection is offered “AS IS”.  Catalog value is approximately $4,000
.................................................................................  NET $395.00
#9576 UNITED STATES - Handmade pages with used stamps from 
1851 thru 1921.  Over 260 stamps which appear to be all different 
make up this collection.  Includes a number of banknote issues, 
Columbians 5c thru 15c, Trans-Mississippi 4c thru 10c, Pan Amer-
icans 2c thru 10c, 1902-1903 series to the 50c, Louisiana Purchase 
#232-237, Jamestown #328-330 plus a good selection of Washing-
ton Franklins perf 10’s, coils and more.  Somewhat mixed condition 
and price accordingly.  Minkus numbers noted........... .NET $395.00
#9616 UNITED STATES  - Scott American album from 1851 thru 
1973.  Extensive, mostly used collection with numerous high-
lights.  Some mint highlights are #94, #229 (regum), #240, #E7, 
#F1, #JQ1-5.  Used highlights are #35, #68, #69, #71, #73, #76, 
#77, #78, #87, #89, #90, #93, #98, #112, #113, #115, #116, 
#117, #118, #119, #134, #135, #145-155, #291, #523, #658-
679, #C1-6, #E1-6 and Q1-12.  Nice selection of Washington-Frank-

lins plus some dues and officials.  No other B.O.B.  Some stamps are 
mounted in the wrong places.  Overall condition is reasonably fine.  
Catalog value is $10,000.......................................  NET $1,995.00
#9640 UNITED STATES BOOKLETS  - Collection of 84 intact booklets 
from 1930 thru 2001.  Starts with BK84 thru BK284A and BKC4a 
thru BKC20 plus QI2 thru QI5.  Not a complete run but many good 
booklets within.  Includes BK84 (2), BK85 (one pane faulty and glue 
marks on the back cover).  Some earlier booklets with cover creases.  
all are Scott # identifies on APS Sales pages.  Very minor duplication.  
Catalog Value is $1,750...........................................  NET $350.00 
#9642 UNITED STATES DUCK HUNTING  - Complete run from RWI-
38 (1934 thru 1971).  All are mint with light hinge marks.  Very clean 
and fresh collection of F-VF or better.  #RW14-38 are catalogued as 
no gum stamps.  Catalog  value is $2,275...................  NET $950.00
#9591 WORLDWIDE (7 BOXES) - Huge variety of mostly mint stamps 
from the 19th Century thru the 1970’s.  Covers over 100 countries, 
housed in 7 boxes, (3 x #2 glassine size and 4 x #4 glassine size).  
Includes mint Japan #479, no gum, Germany #B327-330, Greece 
#418-420, Italy #143-146, #B17-19.  Used Australia #378-379.  
The #2 size boxes are mint and used.  The larger boxes include small 
quantities, some up to 10.  Countries included are Italy, Japan, Liech-
tenstein, Switzerland and Vatican.  Topicals include 1973 Silver 
Wedding, 1977 Silver Wedding Jubilee, UPU 1974 and 1979, Diana.  
Vast majority are Scott identified.  The #2 glassine prices were from 
the 1970’s.  Some checked against current Scott and noticed prices 
4 to 10 times the old listing price.  Catalog value is many times our 
price. ...................................................................... NET $1,995.00
#9592 WORLDWIDE (2 BOXES)  - A mostly 1990’s mint, new issue 
collection in glassine envelopes, sorted by country with original own-
er’s costs.  There are some stamps from the 1950’s thru the 1980’s 
included.  Over 100 countries included with some well represent-
ed and others with relatively few issues.  Some of the best include 
Egypt, Estonia, FSAT, Germany, Greece, Jordan, Kuwait, Russia and 
Spain.  Also a nice selection of 1993-1995 Europas!  This collection 
is housed in 2 long boxes, 15 inches each with covers.  The stamps 
are in #1 to #4 glassine envelopes.............................  NET $995.00
#9593 WORLDWIDE (3 BOXES)  - Enormous variety of mostly mint,
worldwide sets and singles from the 1960’s thru the 1990’s.  Many 
thousands of stamps from over 100 countries.  Mostly one of each, 
but noticed up to 5 (maybe some more) on some, no large quantities 
on any.  Noticed sets of $35- and up.  Housed in 3 boxes and mostly 
alphabetical.  Catalog value is probably many times our price...........  
...................................................................... ..........NET $1,395.00
#9622 WORLDWIDE (3 STOCKBOOKS)  - Lighthouse stocks books 
with mint stamps from the 1960’s thru the 1990’s.  A neat conglom-
eration of mint sets, singles, souvenir sheets covering many areas, 
topicals, etc.  Includes Turkish Cyprus (#127) and other sets, Austria, 
Spain, Germany, Gibraltar, France, Liechtenstein, Scandinavia, FSAT, 
Macau and  topicals such as Chess, Famous People, WWII, Religion, 
Einstein, Olympics, Flags and more. Enormous value within.  ...........
................................................................................... NET $595.00
#9641 WORLDWIDE (BOX)  - Mostly a “new issue” assortment from 
the late 1980’s thru the early 1990’s.  Stamps are mint, NH and from 
Gibraltar, Monaco, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Sri Lanka, Ascension, Bru-
nei, Malta, Cocos Is. and more.  Also an almost complete 1991-1993 
Europa run of sets.  Includes booklets, souvenir sheets, etc.  Our price 
is below the original prices..........................................  NET $495.00
#9599 TOPICAL- EUROPA (BOX)  - Lighthouse hingeless pages in a 
plastic shoebox with mint, NH stamps from 1956 thru 1990.  Com-
plete coverage except for San Marino 1990 souvenir sheet.  Also 
included are Monaco mini sheets 1974 thru 1990; Guernsey mini 
sheet 1976; Portugal mini sheets 1977 thru 1990; Azores mini 
sheets 1981 thru 1990; Madeira mini sheets 1981 thru 1990; Tur-
key mini sheet 1962; Turkish Cyprus 1982 thru 1983 plus 4 sets of 
Greece with inverted watermarks and Netherlands 1971 thru 1973 
coil strips of 5.............................................................  NET $950.00
#9600 TOPICAL - EUROPA CEPT RELATED (BOX) Lighthouse hinge-
less pages in a plastic shoebox with mint, NH stamps from 1956 
thru 1990.  Approximately 170 pages (included are some added by 
the collector with mostly covers) complete except for about a dozen 
stamps.  Includes 1956 Northern Swans; Luxemburg #315-317 and 
Switzerland #376-377.  No “basic” Europa stamps included.............  
................................................................................. NET $425.00
#9608 TOPICAL - EUROPA ERP, NATO  - Lighthouse hingeless pag-
es from 1949 thru 1954 with mint, NH stamps.  Complete group of 
forerunners.  Includes Belgium #B544-546; France #679; Germany 
#9N68; Greece #539-544, #C71-73; Italy #515-517, #637-638; 
Italy Trieste A #42-44, #184-185; Luxemburg #272-277; Portugal 
#747-748; Saar #226, #C12; Turkey #1127-1129, #1130-1133.  
Catalog value is $1,314..............................................  NET $875.00
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#9613 ABU DHABI  - Minkus album pages from 1964 thru 1972 
with mint, NH stamps in mounts.  Complete collection from Scott #1 
thru #83.  Highlights include #15-25, #26-51, #55A, #56-67 plus 
7 values in gutter pairs, #81-83.  Also included are aerogrammes, 
17 mint and 12 with FD cancels.  Includes Trucial States #1-11 and 
2 aerogrammes (one mint, one FDC).  Catalog value is over $2,000.  
................................................................................NET $1,495.00
#9603 ADEN & PROTECTORATES  - Minkus album pages with mint, 
NH stamps in mounts from 1939 thru 1963.  Appears complete for 
the time period.  Catalog is over $500.......................  NET $340.00
#9565 AFARS & ISSAS  - Minkus album pages from 1967 thru 1977.  
Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  About 80% complete for the 
time period.  Catalog Value is $375.............................  NET $235.00
#9567 ALGERIA - Minkus album pages from 1962 thru 1983.  
Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Fine collection about 40% 
complete for the period.  Highlights are #296-303, #344-347, 
#365-368, #J49-53 plus 5 value 1962 overprint set hand stamped 
in black and red.  Pages from 1924 on are included.  About a dozen 
used throughout plus 2 mint aerogrammes...............  NET $250.00
#9581 ASCENSION  - Minkus album pages from 1924 thru 1984.  
Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Beautiful collection that is 
complete from 1946 (less the 1963 red cross set) to the end.  A few 
souvenir sheets after 1984 are included.....................  NET $495.00
#9568 BAHRAIN - Minkus album pages from 1933 thru 1990.  
Stamps are mint, NH in  mounts, excep--t for #1-14, LH.  Nearly 
complete collection with many better sets throughout.  Highlights 
are #1-14, LH with #14 inverted watermark.  All other stamps are NH 
#32-37, #38-51, #52-61A, #72-80, #130-140, #141-152, #270a, 
#274, #RA1 (this is a very RARE stamp!).  Also includes Revenues, 
23 mint aerogrammes, 5 FDC’s plus 8 commercial covers.  Catalog 
value is over $2,600................................................  NET $1,795.00
#9621 BASUTOLAND  - Minkus pages from 1935 thru 1966.  Stamps 
are mint, NH and include #11-14, #18-28, #46-56, #61-71, #71b 
plus a cover from Germany (1961) with #J5, #J6 & #J8.  Catalog value 
is over $400...............................................................  NET $275.00
#9580 BECHUANALAND/BOTSWANA  - Minkus album pages from 
1935 thru 1983 with a few later.  Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  
Includes Bechuanaland #117-120, #124-136, #148, #154-165, 
#169-179, #180-193 & #J4-6; Botswana #19-32 plus #440-443 
corner blocks signed by the designer and a FDC also signed, 4 mint 
aerogrammes.  Few used within.  Sparse representation from the late 
1970’s to the end.......................................................  NET $495.00
#9564 BELGIAN CONGO  - Minkus album pages from 1923 thru 
1960.  Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts and almost complete.  In-
cludes #88-113, #115-129, #130-138 & #157, #159-165, #173-
183, #231-256, #263-284, #B27-31.  Some stamps prior to 1923 
are included (mostly LH)  Also note one old mint postal card.  Pages 
start from 1894.  Catalog value is over $1,100............  NET $775.00
#9556 BELGIUM  - Minkus album pages from 1971 thru 1984 with 
mint, NH stamps in mounts.  Reasonably complete for this time peri-
od.  Includes most stamps plus parcel post issues as follows: #Q385-
387, #Q388-406, #Q407-409, #Q410-412, #Q429, #Q430, 
#Q431-432, #Q433-436, #Q437, #Q438-459, #Q460-463 plus a 
souvenir sheet of 3 (#Q437, #Q464-465).  Some used throughout, 
mostly prior to 1971 as well as a few  mint sets..............NET $450.00
#9610 BIAFRA  - Lighthouse hingeless pages from 1968 thru 

1970 with mint, NH stamps.  Finest collection from this short-lived 
“country” that we’ve offered.  Includes Michel #’s #4-16, #50-53, 
#BL3, #BL1B, #BL3 imperf, #BL4A, #BL4B.  Also includes #25 in-
vert overprint, #26 double overprint, #35-38 imperf, #41-42 Human 
Rights overprint, 2 Nigerian stamps with Biafra Friendship overprints, 
2 FDC’s and cover carried  by a DC-7 airplane Nov. 22, 1968.  A few 
additional surprises await the buyer of this collection!...NET $750.00
#9601 BOHEMIA & MORAVIA  - Vario stock pages in a Lighthouse 3 
ring binder with 100 covers, cards or documents from the 1900’s thru 
the 1940’s with the majority from WWII era (German Occupation).  
The vast majority are commercial usage with some “philatelic” covers 
included.  An outstanding collection for the specialist in this area.  ...
................................................................................... NET $595.00
#9633 BOLIVIA  - Various mint, NH stamps on 150 + black 5 1/ x 8 
inch stockcards, mostly packed with quantities of 100 or more on a 
number of issues.  There are a number of sets as well as single val-
ues from sets, ranging from the 1940’s thru te early 1960’s.  Not all 
stamps within these years are represented.  Also includes some ear-
lier (1925) stamps.  Includes #C217-22, 100 sets+ at CV of $18.25 
each set.  Our price is a fraction of the catalog value... NET $1,995.00 
#9644 BRITISH   - Black stockpages with mint, hinged stamps thru 
1960.  Collection os mostly complete sets (primarily George VI & QEII 
some George V).  STAMPS HAVE BROWNISH AND/OR TONED GUM.  
Includes Antigua #67-73, #77-80, #84-95, #98-99; Ascension 
#62-74; Bahams #132-147, #158-173; Barbados #193-201A, 
#216-227, #235-247; Br. Honduras #144-155, #167-178; Cayman 
#85-96, #122-134, #135-149; Dominica #97-110, #122-136, 
#142-156; Falkland Is. #77-80, #84-96, #99-100, #107-120, 
#128-142; Falkland Is Dep. #1L19-33; Montserrat #114-126, 
#128-142; Turks & Caicos #105-117, #121-135; Virgin Is. #102-
113, #115-127.  Additional singles and sets are included but not fig-
ured. Catalog Value is over $3,000..............................  NET $695.00
#9604 BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY  - Minkus album pages from 
1963 thru 1984 with mint, NH stamps in mounts.  Complete for the 
22 year time period.  Catalog price is over $700..........  NET $450.00
#9552 BRUNEI  - Minkus album pages from 1947 thru 1988.  Stamps 
are mint, NH and in mounts.  Reasonably complete for the time pe-
riod.  Includes #62-75.  also includes 3 mint aerograms and pages 
from 1906 on............................................................  NET $275.00
#9553 BURMA - Minkus album pages from 1938 thru 1976.  Stamps 
are mint, NH and in mounts.  Includes #18A-33, #51-65, #O15-27, 
#O28-42 plus rare unissued set of 14 with gold overprints (except 
2 rupee-black overprint) for PYIDANUSSU.  Approximately a dozen 
FDC’S are included.  Catalog value is over $1,300..........NET $850.00
#9569 CAMEROONS  - Minkus album pages from 1952 thru 1981.  
Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Fine collection with some room 
to expand.  Includes #C38-40, #C38a-40a, #C39b.  Some earlier 
issues present as well as #C176 FDC.  Reasonably complete for the 
years.  Catalog value is over $850...............................  NET $535.00
#9638  CANADA (5 VOLUMES)- Booklet collection arranged by BK 
number as per the UNITRADE catalog.  Ranges from 1989 thru 2014.  
Extensive coverage (with minor duplication) mounted on APS store 
form pages with complete identification for each booklet.  Prices are 
in Canadian dollars ($6,757) converted to U.S. $.  Each book has a 
tape total.  Catalog Value is $5,067. ....................... NET $1,650.00
#9643 CANADA (3 VOLUMES) - Booklet collection from 1943 thru 

1989 arranged by BK number as per the UNITRADE catalog.  Exten-
sive coverage , with minor duplication mounted on APS store form 
pages with complete identification for each booklet.  Prices are in 
Canadian Dollars ($3,717) converted to U.S. $.  Each book with tape 
total.  Catalog value is $2,787....................................  NET $795.00
#9577 CEYLON/SRI LANKA  - Minkus album pages from 1918 thru 
1988.  Stamps are mint, NH in mounts.  Very strong collection that 
is almost complete from 1950 on.  Includes #260-263, #264-274, 
#264a-65a, #319-328, #346-356, #507-510, #510a & #538-
540.  Many souvenir sheets included.  Some used stamps prior to 
1950..........................................................................  NET $750.00
#9578 CONGO DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC/ZAIRE  - Minkus album 
pages from 1960 thru 1979.  Stamps are mint, NH in mounts.  Congo 
includes #323-340, #381-395, #735-744, Zaire #905a, #909a. 
Stamps to 1965 then skip to 1971.  Also included are some errors 
plus 4 Congo Stationery items and 8 commercial Zaire covers.  Pages 
run through 1984........................................................  NET $250.00
#9619 CUBA - Lighthouse stockbook with mint and used stamps 
from the 1960’s thru the 1980’s.  Small collection approximately half 
mint and half used.  Appears to be mostly complete sets.  Includes 
mint blocks #686-700, #912-926, #1025-1039, #1179-1193, 
#1572-1586 and much more.....................................  NET $350.00
#9585 CYPRUS  - Minkus and Lighthouse pages make up this collec-
tion from 1934 thru 1990.  Stamps are all mint, NH.  Minkus pages 
are from 1934 thru 1951 plus empty pages from 1880 and Light-
house pages are from 1960 thru 1990.  Includes #125-135, #136-
139, #143-155 & #164-166, #159, #183-197, #206-218, #226a 
(2, one with inverted watermark).  Collection appears to be complete 
from 1960 thru 1990.  Also included are 10 of the 1990 FRAMA la-
bels, 10 of the 1960 revenues to 1,000 mils, 23 mint postal cards, 
stamped envelopes or registered envelopes.  There are a few other 
covers included and FDC’s within.  Estimated catalog value is over 
$2,500...................................................................  NET $1,495.00
#9631 DUBAI  - Minkus album pages with mint stamps in mounts 
from 1963 thru 1972.  Outstanding collection, virtually complete. in-
cluding many Michel listed items particularly for the years from 1967 
on.  Includes Scott #-1-17, #1-17 imperf, #33-38 + airmails imperf, 
#53-66, #67-79, #C1-8, #C1-8 imperf, #J1-9, #J1-9 imperf.  Also 
sheets of 4, #C13-15, #C20-24, #C47-51 and more.  Michel items 
included are #157A-59A imperf, some in pairs without overprint, 
#BL42 chestnut/green instead of brown/green and more.  Mint Post-
al Stationery includes 2 postal cards (Scouts) plus 22 aerogrammes 
(including Scouts).  The finest, most comprehensive collection we 
have ever offered from this country..............................  NET $950.00
#9545 EGYPT - Minkus album pages from 1879 thru 1989.  Mint, 
NH stamps in mounts.  Fantastic collection with numerous highlights 
including #92-103, #105-107, #108-113, #114, #147, #166-167, 
#168-171, #172-176, #177-190, #224, #299-316, #343-360, 
#B6a,b, #C1-2, #C5-25, #C67-77A, #J15-18, #J20-25, #M1, 
#M2, #M4, #M5, #M6, #M7, #M11, #O2-7, #O9-13, #O31-38 and 
#O39-50.  Varieties sprinkled throughout plus #299-316 w/ 3 black 
bars and 27 different double overprints of the 3 bars.  Forty three mint 
stationery items dating from 1889 are included.  Catalog value is over 
$5,000...................................................................  NET $2,995.00
#9629 EGYPT REVENUES  - A few hundred mint and used stamps from 
the 1890’s thru the 1970’s.  Some in multiples, on one back to back 
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stockpage and the balance on pages that are titled as to the revenue 
stamps.  Extensive variety.  Includes several documents....... .........
.................................................................................  NET $450.00
#9550 EGYPT - PALESTINE  -Minkus album pages from 1948 thru 
1967.  Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Appears complete for 
the time period.  Includes #N1-19, #N20-38, #N39-56, #NC13-24, 
#NC25-30 plus 3 overprint errors (doubled).  Catalog value is over 
$1,100........................................................................NET $795.00
#9559 ETHIOPIA  - Minkus album pages from 1919 thru 1982.  
Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Substantial collection almost 
complete from 1930 on.    Includes #165-174, #273-277, #284, 
#308-313, #314-319, #327-335, #337-341, #672-689, #B6-
10, #C18-20, #C23-33, #N1-7.  Also Michel #693-694 2 gold 
foil stamps with a CV of 80 Euros (about $92).  twenty five revenue 
stamps, mint or used as well as Twenty eight FDC’s or Flight covers 
and Two mint postal cards and Thirty mint aerograms are included.  
Pages start from 1894 . Catalog value is over $3,000.....................
................................................................................NET $1,995.00
#9602 FALKLAND IS.  - Minkus pages with mostly  mint, NH stamps 
in mounts from 1933 with a few earlier thru 1984.  Highlights are 
#65-72, LH, #107-120, #128-142 and #2L1-5L8 (all 4 areas com-
plete) plus a few aerogrammes and some related issues.  Appears 
complete from 1949 on.  Catalog price is over $1,600......................  
.................................................................................. NET $920.00
#9637 FR. POLYNESIA  - Scott album pages with mint stamps from 
1913 thru 1956.  Almost complete for this time period.  The only set 
missing is #126-135.  All stamps are very lightly hinged.  Catalog 
value is over $900......................................................  NET $425.00
#9639 FR. POLYNESIA - Black stockpages with mint, mostly LH 
stamps from 1958 thru 1987.  Fine collection featuring #217-222, 
#223-226, #233-240, #253-257, #270-271, #292-295, #296-
299, #C45-47, #C95, #C99 & #C122-126.  Some earlier issues are 
included but not figured.  Minor duplication primarily pre 1958.  A 
handful of used items within.  Catalog Value is $1,500....................  
................................................................................... NET $495.00
#9607 F.S.A.T. - Minkus album pages with mint, NH stamps in 
mounts from 1955 thru 1984.  Complete collection also includes 
Madagascar #C54.  Catalog value is $2,800..........  NET $1,595.00
#9571 GERMANY  - Stupendous collection from 1933 thru 1945.  
Mint, NH stamps housed in a Sieger Hingeless Specialty album.  
Lacking only #O99 & #S1-11 to be complete!  Includes #398 
through #529, #B49-57, #B58, #B59-67, #B68 (no gum as should 
be), #B102-106, #C43-45 and #C46-56.  All magnificent mint, NH 
condition.  Catalog value is almost $17,000............NET $9,500.00
#9570 GERMANY & AREAS  - Minkus album thru 2003.  Fine, mostly 
used collection with room to expand.  Many good stamps throughout 
including used #9N41, #9N63.  Also includes some DDR, Danzig, 
some colonies and occupations..................................  NET $275.00
#9628 GERMANY-WURTTEMBERG  - Scott #O167 (Michel #273) 
imperf, dark green, NH proof, #O171 (michel #277) green, NH im-
perf proof plus #O171 on cover, expertized.  Copy of original auction 
listing is included.  Michel catalog value is 850 Euros (about $950).  
................................................................................... NET $395.00
#9582 GIBRALTAR - Minkus album pages from 1931 thru 1985.  
Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Exceptional collection that is 
99% complete for this time period.  Includes #96-99, #100-103, 
#107-118, #108a, #110a, #111b, #113b, #114a, #116b, #122, 
#132-145 and #147-160.  Also included are 20 mint aerogrammes 
and 4 mint registered envelopes.  Pages start in 1898.  Catalog value 
is $1,500.................................................................  NET $995.00
#9572 GREAT BRITAIN - 32 page presentation book containing vir-
tually all mint GB stamps issued during 1953 thru mid 1967.  The 
book was presented on Sept 1967 during the visit of Edward Short, 
the Postmaster General.  Seldom seen!......................  NET $225.00
#9560 IRAN  - Minkus album pages from 1948 thru 1987.  Stamps 
are mint, NH and in mounts.  Beautiful collection that includes #910-
914, #931-932, #941-946, #978-982, #985-989, #990-992, 
#1015-1019, #1052-1053, #1101-1102, #1130-1132, #1133, 
#1209-1222, #1290-1293, #1372-1387, #1615-1626, #1650-
1661B, #1924-1940, #2008-2018, #B1-15, #B16, #B17-21, 
#Q58-65 plus a few covers.  Virtually complete from 1960 on.  Some 
used scattered within.  Pages actually start in 1870.  Catalog value 
is over $3,000........................................................  NET $1,750.00
#9547 IRAQ  - Minkus album pages from 1923 thru 1988.  Mint, NH 
stamps in mounts.  Attractive collection, reasonably complete.  In-
cludes #1-13, #110-129, #188-194, #195-209, #210-215, #232-
247, #C1-8 (2 S/S), #O166-177, ##O206-221, #O279-82.  Also 
includes 37 different stamps overprinted locally in 1967 for flood 
relief.  Ten mint aerograms plus some revenues on documents in-
cluded.  Catalog value is over $2,800.....................  NET $1,895.00

#9586 ISRAEL  - Lighthouse hingeless pages from 1948 thru 1990.  
stamps are mint, NH.  A 99.9% complete collection of singles.  In-
cludes #1-9, #16, #J1-5.  Also #10-14 horizontal and vertical gut-
ter pairs, #17-22 tete-beche and tete-beche gutter pairs, #31-32 
tete-beche and tete-beche gutter pairs, #237 Hunger tete-beche 
sheet, 1985 set of 3 S/S numbered, 1990 souvenir sheet imperfo-
rate and more, including errors and varieties.  Catalog Value is over 
$2,000.  ..................................................................... NET $995.00
#9590 ISRAEL TABS  - Lighthouse hingeless pages with mint, NH 
stamps from 1948 thru 1990.  Strong collection that includes #1-6, 
#10-14, #15 (2-R&L), #16, #17-22, #23, #24, #25, #27 (2-L&R), 
#31-32, #35-36, #37, #44, #46-47, #48-50, #55, #133-36b, 
#C1-6, #C7-8, #C16, #J6-11 and #O1-4.  Also includes souvenir 
sheets, tete-beche sheets (no #237).  Less #7-9, #28-30, #33-34, 
#J1-5, otherwise virtually complete.  Catalog value is approximately 
$3,000..................................................................  NET $1,295.00
#9632 ISRAEL (BOX W/ 8 BOOKS)  - Hundreds of FDC’s including 
#1-9, #1-6, #1a-3b, #10-14, #16, #C1-6.  Probably 90+% com-
plete.  Also includes airletters, postal cards and maximum cards.  ...
.................................................................................. NET $395.00
#9634 ISRAEL (BOX) - Collection of 401 cacheted, unaddressed 
first day covers from 2000 thru 2016.  Includes a number of souvenir 
sheets.  Appears to be all different.  Extensive but not complete for 
the time period.  Offered way below original cost.........  NET $395.00
#9635 ISRAEL REVENUES  - Lighthouse blank pages plus a stock 
filled with mostly mint stamps in mounts from 1949 thru the 1980’s.  
Specialized collection neatly organized and described on pages plus 
a stockbook filled with various quantities of primarily mint stamps 
including many tabs and a number of varieties.  The main collection 
contains Lawyer’s Fee stamps, Municipal stamps, Passport stamps, 
1949-1954 Consular stamps (used) including stamps on VISAS.  
Also includes Bale Rev #1-14 mint (#7, #11-14 used), Rev #15-18 
used 1952 revenues (less #30 pair & #80 pair), Rev #34-39 mint, 
Rev #34-53 w/ dupl (Group B), #1979-84 revenues mostly with tabs 
1949 thru the 1960’s.  Mas Heshbonet Accounting Tax stamps in-
cluding 1960’s third issue brown stamp missing denomination, early 
1960’s 4 values without SEFAH overprint, late 1960’s black centered 
#’s (37) many with tabs, AGRA 33 stamps and used on VISAS and 
documents, ZAHAL 71 mostly mint including color variations, over-
print  shifts, etc. plus 9 documents.  Health Services represented with 
33 stamps.  A choice collection that is virtually impossible to dupli-
cate! ....................................................................... NET $2,150.00
#9617 ITALY  - Lindner hingeless album from 1862 thru 1945.  Ex-
tensive collection of which 95% is mint.  Includes used #72 and mint 
#37-41, #46-47, #111, #115-118, #177a NH, #201a, #201-210, 
#258-264 NH, #265-267 NH, #268-279, #280-289, #290-305, 
#324-328, #331-341, #45-348 NH, #349-354 NH, #359-366, 
#367-376 NH, #377-386, #B17-19, #C3-9, #C23-26, #C42-47, 
#C48-49, #C62-65 NH, #C73-78 NH, #D1-14, #E1-16 and unis-
sued 1.20 lire value, #J21-24, #Q1-6.  Italian Social Republic #Q1-
12 plus much more.  Used stamps will be found in some 19th Century 
issues plus some B.O.B.  Catalog value is well over $10,000............
............................................................................... NET $3,250.00 
#9620 ITALY & AREAS AIRMAILS  - Black stockpages in a 3 ring 
binder with 98% mint stamps thru 1935 with just a few later.  Exten-
sive assortment of sets including Italy #C3-9, #C23-26, #C42-47, 
#C48-49, #C62-65, #C73-78, #C84-88, #C89-94; Trieste “A” #C7-
12; Tripolitania #CB1-10; Cyrenaica #C12-17, #CB1-10; Somalia 
#C7-16, #CB1-10; Italian Colonies #C13-19, #C20-27, #C29-35; 
Italian E. Africa #C1-11; Libya #C8-13; Eritrea #C7-16.  Also in-
cludes some Vatican as well as Italy thru the 1960’s.  Virtually all LH.  
Some stamps with light gum toning.  Catalog value is $4,000.  .......
............................................................................... NET $1,450.00
#9623 ITALY  - Italian album pages from 1896 thru 1941 with mint 
and used stamps.  Valuable collection with many highlights.  Includes  
mint #119-122, #124-125, #248-256, #268-279, #280-289, 
#349-354, #359-366, #367-376, #377-386, #400-409, #C28-
33, #C100-105, #D1-8, #D9-14, #N20-33.  Used included are 
#33, #37-44, #64-66, #130-132, #133-135, #140-142, #B1-4, 
#C56-61, #C79-83, #C84-88, #C89-94 & #CE5-7 plus much more 
not listed.  Catalog value is over $4,000.....................  NET $995.00
#9625 ITALY  - Handmade blank pages with mostly used stamps 
from the 1860’s thru 1945.  About 90% used including the following 
#124-125, #B26-29, #B30-33, #B35-38, #D14, #J21, #J23 and 
#Q1-5.  Also includes offices abroad and occupation issues which 
are mostly mint.  Over $3,000 in catalog value...........  NET $950.00
#9636 ITALY  - Scott album pages from the 1860’s thru the 1920’s.  
Mostly used with just a  few mint.  Old time collection (as noted by 
catalog prices, probably from the 1940’s or 1950’s on).  Includes 
#24-33, #37-44, #51, #58-53, #64-66, #72, #J2, #J17-18, 

#J21, #J23, #J25-27, #O6, #O8 & #Q1-6.  Current Catalog value is 
over $2,500................................................................NET $695.00
#9555 IVORY COAST - Minkus album pages with mostly mint stamps 
from 1959 to the late 1970’s with a few later.  Rarely offered coun-
try.  Includes #M1 four different covers, 3 gold foil and 3 silver foil 
issues 1970-1971 unlisted.  Also includes used #412A, #447B plus 
#446A&D on cover.  Pages start from 1892 with just a few stamps un-
til 1959.....................................................................  NET $310.00
#9573 JORDAN  - Minkus album pages from 1920 thru 1988.  
Stamps are mint, NH and in mounts.  Supreme collection, extremely 
strong from 1930 on and about 99% complete from 1959 thru 1988 
including imperfs, souvenir sheets, etc.  Highlights are #1B-11, 
#130-144, #158-168, #169-184 (less #169, #174), #185-196, 
#255-269, #324-337, #352-367, #870-881, #C26-28, #RA1-12, 
#N1-17 & 15A.  Also includes a section of revenues, both mint and 
used and 9 mint aerogrammes and 4 spectacular registered com-
mercial covers from 1969-1970 to Laos, backstamped.  Catalog 
value is over $4,000...............................................  NET $2,695.00
#9625 JORDAN (PALESTINE)  - Blank pages pages with mostly mint 
stamps in mounts.  They run from 1948 thru 1950.  Choice collection 
of 12 inverted overprints (N2, N3, N5-10, NJ3, NRA1, NRA2, NRA7), 
9 double overprints (N2, N3, N5, N6, N10, RA27, NRA1-3) plus #N7, 
3 used and 1 mint with black overprint, 3 #N3 with additional FILS 
overprint, few with overprint shifts and 19 revenues (some duplica-
tion) mint or used.  Rare opportunity to obtain these elusive gems!!  
.................................................................................... NET$595.00
#9645 KATANGA  - Handmade pages with mostly mint , NH stamps 
in mounts from 1960 thru 1962.  Monumentally superlative collec-
tion from this short-lived country.  In addition to Scott #1-78, #B1-
3, #J1-7 included are 14 different inverted overprints, 4 with shifted 
overprints, a double overprint (one inverted), one double overprint 
and 2 overprints missing the bars.  Also included are #76-78 imper-
forate, #B1-3 imperforate in folder with FD cancel, Moise Tshombe 
autograph (president) and Occupation by Congolese National Army 
with handstamped CONGO overprints (mint and used - 11 pairs and 
3 singles).  Belgian Congo postage dues #J11a-12a, #J13-15 with 
handstamped KATANGA overprints included (see footnote after Scott 
#J7).  Some other interesting mostly non-philatelic material 
included......................................................................NET $995.00 
#9646 KATANGA COVERS - Collection of 19 covers, 2 with meters 
commercially used from 1960 thru 1962.  Includes destinations 
Germany (2 registered, one registered and censored), Sweden, GB, 
U.S., France, Congo and Canada (registered cover with #66-71 - not 
FD).  Most have several stamps including Airmails, masks, wood carv-
ings, maps and Madonna.  also includes 2 covers with postage due 
stamps.  One addressed to Germany, registered with Katanga dues 
and one sent from Germany to Katanga.  A unique opportunity to ob-
tain a rare and rarely seen collection of this type!......NET $1,250.00 
#9647 KATANGA POSTAL STATIONERY - Includes 3,5 FR overprint 
on Belgian Congo letter card mint and FD cancel (?), a mint 1-5 FR 
overprint on Belgian Congo postal card, 2 Katanga postal cards (1.5 
FR & 3 FR) each mint and FD cancel (?), 4 mint copies of a 4 FR Bel-
gian Congo aerogramme overprinted KATANGA & 4 with FD cancels 
(?) and a 5 FR aerogramme mint and FD (?).  This outstanding item 
is the 4 FR aerogramme overprint KATANGA but the inverted stamp 
is on the back!  The aerogramme was sold by LAVA (a dealer special-
izing in airmail postal stationery) in 1961.  Also noted is that “only 
2 copies are known”. ................................................. NET $750.00
#9648 KATANGA FIRST DAY COVERS  - 17 FDC’s from 1960 thru 
1962 including #1-3 (3 - 2 with cachets), #4-5 (2. both unca-
cheted), #6-17 (on 2 cacheted covers), #18-34 (on 2 cacheted cov-
ers), #35-39 cacheted, #40-44 cacheted, #52-65 (on a 2 cacheted 
covers less #58), #66-71 cacheted, #72-75 uncacheted, #72-75 on 
registered uncacheted, backstamped cover to Germany, #76-78 un-
cacheted....................................................................  NET $425.00
#9548 KUWAIT  - Minkus album pages from 1939 thru 1989.  Mint, 
NH stamps in mounts.  A complete run of issues up to Scott #1098 
(less #894-895).  Includes #45-57, #59-71, #72-81A, #93-101, 
#140-152, #225-243, #291-298, #462-473B, #583-590, #675-
706, #742-749, #756-763, #853-871, #903-907, #C1-4.  Also 
included are booklet panes of #140-144 (5 different), unexploded 
booklet of #221a-223a and 31 air letter sheets (not figured).  
Catalog value is over $2,500...................................  NET $1,495.00
#9546 LEBANON - Minkus album pages from 1924 thru 1988.  
Mint, NH stamp sin mounts.  Superior collection that appears to be 
complete from the mid 1950’s on.  Highlights included are #50-62, 
#102-106, #137-143D, #181-188, #234-242, #266-274, #275-
184, #314 footnote S/S, #434-439, #B1-12, C39-48, #C49-55, 
#C57-64, #C65-74, #C75-78, #C79a, #C82-87, #C91-96, #C115-
118, #C119-128, #C145 footnote S/S, #C149a, #C153a, 
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$ Scott catalogue value is over $72,000 (inventory 
totals by country are included).  While all 

countries are not included (mostly West Europe) over 130 
countries are represented including the following:

Recently acquired a collection of mint, never 
hinged sets from the 1960’s to 1981.  Also includ-

ed is a very tiny percentage of single values from sets.  All are in #3 
glassine envelopes, Scott identified and catalogued (2018, 2019).  
There is some minor duplication as the original buyer received 
stamps from different sources. 
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#C175-182, #C183-192, #C200-206, #C211-220, #C221-222 
S/S, #C236-241 S/S Michel listed, #C268 footnote S/S, #C289-
290S/S, #C427-436, #CB1-4, #CB5-9, #J11-20, #J37-40.  Also in-
cluded is a 25p flower Type A72 (unlisted), plus some aerograms and 
a few late 1970’s covers.  A few used stamps will be found through-
out.  Catalog value is over $4,000...........................  NET $2,495.00
#9574 LIBYA   - Minkus album pages from 1946 thru 1984.  Stamps 
are mint, NH in mounts.  Outstanding collection from this seldom 
offered country.  Includes Fezzan & Ghadames complete as well 
as #122-134, #135-146, #153-167, #192-206A, #217a, #291-
295, #1053-1055, #J25-29, #O1-8.  Also note there are 11 aero-
grammes.  Sets from the late 1960’s to end about 40-50% complete.  
Pages from 1912 on are included.  Catalog value is over $2,100.....
.............................................................................  NET $1,250.00
#9589 MALTA  - Lighthouse hingeless pages from 1964 thru 1990.  
Stamps and souvenir sheets  are mint, NH.  Complete as per pages.  
.................................................................................. NET $250.00
#9549 OMAN  - Minkus album pages from 1944 thru 1989.  Stamps 
are mint, NH and in mounts.Almost a complete collection only miss-
ing #56, #133A-C and some watermarked varieties of #139-150.  
Highlights included are #79-93, #94-105, #110-121, #122-123 
and #139-150.  Also included are 28 different mint aerogrammes 
and some State of Oman.  Catalog value is over $2,400. ...............
....  ..........................................................................NET $1,495.00
#9624 PALESTINE REVENUES - Collection of 21 documents dating 
from the 1920’s thru the 1930’s, maybe some later.  Many with multi-
ple stamps (a number with multiple different stamps).  Original owner 
purchase for $500 in 1940.  Bill from 1990 included. Now, almost 
30 years later, it’s worth far more!  ..............................  NET $750.00
#9605 PAPUA NEW GUINEA  - Minkus album pages from 1952 thru 
1983 with mint, NH stamps in mounts.  Complete except for one 
stamp (#J6).  Also includes 8 mint postal stationery pieces................  
................................................................................... NET $295.00
#9544 QATAR - Minkus album pages from 1957 thru 1985.  Mint, 

NH stamps  in mounts with just a few used!  Exceptional collection 
overall 95% complete.  Almost complete thru 1979 then about 50% 
complete thru 1985.  Includes #26-36, #37-41, #42-46, #60 foot-
note 2 S/S, #69-85, #98a imperf, #99-99L, #111-11D, #113-13G, 
#113G footnote 2 S/S, #114-14G, #119-19B perf & imperf, #121B, 
#146-159, #290-298 (less #291A,B), #354-360C.  Some used 
highlights are #108F, G,H,J.  As a bonus..... included are 11 mint 
aerograms, 2 commercial letters, 1 postcard and 6 mint Revenues 
plus 2 used Revenues.  Catalog Value is over $5,900......................... 
................................................................................NET $3,750.00
#9587 RHODESIA  - Lighthouse blank pages with mint, NH in mounts 
from 1965 thru 1978.  Virtually complete for the time period starting 
with #200.  Includes some printing varieties, booklets (4 different 
from 1968 to 1974), souvenir sheets, note that #240a has 4 differ-
ent perforation variations, #J1-19 plus #J15-19 with brown gum and 
13 different revenues up to $20. Each page is neatly titled with year 
and country name. ..................................................... NET $250.00
#9588 RHODESIA COVERS  - Fifty two cacheted first day covers from 
1965 to 1980,  almost all different including definite sets, plus one 
Zimbabwe 1980 definitives FDC.  Twenty commercial covers and 2 
postage due covers included.  One with #J1-2, #J3 (2), #J4 (2) and 
the other #J15-16, #J18-19.  Both originated in Germany 10 years 
apart (to the same recipient).......................................  NET $395.00
#9554 RUANDA-URUNDI  - Minkus album pages from 1916 thru 
1961.  Stamps are mint, NH and fairly complete. Includes #35-36, 
#37-54, #56-59, #60, #61-62, #64-65, #68-89, #90-109, #114-
132, #133-136, #B17-20 plus #72, #76, #77, #83 sheets of 4 and 
German East Africa #N17-24 & #N25-29.  Catalog value is over
$1,130......................................................................NET $675.00 
#9561 RUSSIA  - Minkus album from 1857 thru 1989 with mostly 
mint stamps.  Excellent starter collection in large  master Global bind-
er.  Early issues are sparse but picks up in 1960 and beyond.  Hun-
dreds of sets and/or souvenir sheets.  Vast majority after 1960 are 
mint.  All are in mounts and NH.  Includes #596, #603a, #647-658 

(missing one value), #931-937, #959, #1029-1031, #1104-1120, 
#1632-1634, #1818-1820 and #2533-2534...........NET $695.00
#9598 RUSSIA (3 VOLUMES) -  3 Lighthouse stockbooks with mint, 
NH stamps from the 1940’s to the early 1990’s.  Hundreds of sets 
(multiple values and single values) will be found within these 3 stock-
books.  The stamps are not in chronological order , so stamps from 
the 1950’s will be on pages with stamps from the 1960’s, 1970’s, 
etc.  Appears to be all different.  Some more recent (80’s-90’s) sou-
venir and mini sheets are included...........................  NET $395.00
#9618 RUSSIA - 3 ring binder with homemade pages with used 
stamps in mounts from 1858 thru 1917.  Strong collection of ear-
ly Russia, includes #2, #5-10, #88-104 and Offices in China (29 
stamps) plus Offices in Turkish Empire (91 stamps) which include 
#213-227..............................................................  NET $1,595.00
#9606 ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON  - Block stock pages with mint , NH 
stamps from 1942 thru 1976.  All sets are in #1 glassine envelopes 
an identified except later issues which are on small black stockcards.  
Includes #Q1-2 hinged as well as many better airmails and com-
mems.  Catalog value is well over $2,400...............  NET $1,595.00
#9558 SAUDI ARABIA - Minkus pages from 1916 thru 1989.  
Stamps are mostly mint with a few used and all in mounts.  A pow-
erfully significant collection and the absolute finest we have ever 
offered.  Earliest issues prior to 1934 are mint and used.  Handful of 
used thereafter and from 1934 on, they are all mint, NH and virtually 
complete (99%).  Highlights include  used #L1-3 & #L42-48 and mint 
#2-97, #125-129, #159-172, #173-176, #180-184, #187-191, 
#211-226, #217 imperf, #227-242, #243-246 imperf, sheets of 4, 
#264-273, #275 imperf color essay, #286-311, #314-340, #393-
417, #422-443, #445-449, #462-483, #C1-6, #C7-21, #C24-32, 
#C33-58 (less #C34, #C37, #C43), #C59, #C77, #C79-80, #C83, 
#C88-95, #C96-99, #O1-6, #O7-15 and #O35.  Also included are 
some revenues, varieties, 3 aerogrammes and 2 dozen covers (FDC’s 
and commercial). Catalog value is over $16,000.......NET $9,500.00
#9630 SAUDI ARABIA  - Mint, NH stamps in glassine envelopes 


